**OUR BUDDIES TESTIMONIALS**

"Participation in the Buddy Program has allowed me to have a support in which to solve my first doubts about accommodation, curriculum, virtual campus access and use of the facilities of the University of Málaga.

- Suen Lee
  Student, Korea"

"Participation in this program has allowed me to practice the language and to integrate and learn about Spanish culture with the help of my Buddy, he attended cultural activities and make small trips to nearby cities that was keen to visit and learn.

- Gena Doms
  Student, Canada"

"It’s a great opportunity for students to learn more tips about another culture, another language and come to love even another city, in the same way the buddy can expand their friendships and make new experiences with new friends.

- Federico N.
  Student, Italy"

**HOW I CAN PARTICIPATE?**

To make your stay at the University of Málaga will be as simple as possible, we offer the guidance of a university student of UMA to help you in your integration into the academic, administrative, sporting, social and leisure activities.

**FILL IN THE APPLICATION FORM**

which you offer us important information to select the profile of your Buddy. Remember that there are two models, one for the local student or foreign student. You can find it in our web: www.uma.es/voluntariado

**OR SEND US A EMAIL**

If you don't find the fill or if you prefer, send us a email to voluntariado@uma.es and we send you the information about Buddy Program and the links to fill the application form to participate.

**OR VISIT US IN OUR OFFICE**

You can find us in Vicerrectorado de Estudiantes.
Bulevar Luis Paster, 35.
Aulario Rosa de Gálvez.
Campus de Teatinos.
CP 29071.

**OR CALL US BY PHONE**

We will look at 952 13 25 16.
Monday to Friday from 9h to 14h.

---

**Contact:**

- voluntariado@uma.es
- +34 952 13 25 16
- Aulario Rosa de Gálvez. Campus de Teatinos

---

**Universidad de Málaga**

Vicerrectorado de Estudiantes

**BUDDY PROGRAM**

Whether you are looking for guidance at Málaga University, or would just like to practise the language or get to know Spanish students...

Request a Buddy student
La Oficina del Voluntariado manages the Buddy Program and develops projects organized voluntary action aimed at Málaga University Community. The goal of the Buddy Program is to connect students with Buddies you visit us voluntarily to help you during your stay at our University.

Your Buddy will help your integration in our university, making it easier and any other administrative guidance related to the study center and its surroundings.

- Help in the process of registration and selection of subjects.
- Communication and counseling in tutorials with faculty.
- Class Times, location and naming of classrooms and reprographics service location.
- Location and use of the various libraries and computer classrooms.

Similarly, your Buddy cooperate in guiding cultural activities such as information of sights and leisure areas of our city, as well as information concerning the possibilities of obtaining transportation and urban transport cards.

WHAT CAN YOU GET INVOLVED

1. Your own fellow students will offer guidance on the University of Malaga before arriving at our university.
2. Share classes and assignments with your Buddy.
3. Language Training.
4. Participate in activities organized.
5. Enrich an experience of mutual support with your Buddy.

HOW DO YOU ASCRIBE A BUDDY

From our department will award you a Buddy considering the following aspects:

1. The center where you will make your studies at our university.
2. The languages that are able to speak to communicate with your Buddy.
3. The duration of your stay at UMA, if you come for a full academic year or during the first or second semester.

Once your arrive to our university or our city, ought to come to our office, to formalize and sign your work commitments of participation.

You can find us in:
Universidad de Málaga
Vicerrectorado de Estudiantes
Bulevar Luis Paster, 35
Aulario Rosa de Gálvez
Teléfono +34 952 13 25 16